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MEET US AT R+T 2018  
WORLD’S LEADING TRADE FAIR FOR ROLLER SHUTTERS, 
DOORS/GATES AND SUN PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

27 February - 03 March 2018  
R+T is the leading world trade fair for roller shutters, doors/gates and sun protection systems. All 
international companies of any standing are represented here. At R+T you will find everything there is in the 
area of roller shutters, doors/gates and sun protection systems: from exterior Venetian blinds to awning 
control systems, from fire protection doors and gates to security equipment. But R+T is also the trade fair for 
innovations, which is impressively demonstrated by the submission of over 80 entries for the Innovation 
Prize at R+T 2015. Experience high-tech at first hand. The key exhibition areas, which also coincide with the 
key B2B topics are:  

 Awnings Plant equipment 
 Computers 
 Drive and control systems 
 Doors/Gates Associations 
 Doors Industry literature / publications 
 Electrical safety devices 
 External venetian blinds 
 Grilles and fences 
 Internal sun protection Services 
 Research and development 
 Roller shutters and accessories 
 Technical textiles and textile construction 
 Window shutters and accessories 
 Windows and window accessories 

For the 5th time, the Enterprise Europe Network is organising international b2b meetings during this trade 
fair. Almost 70 companies from 20 countries will have one-to one meetings during this event. The event has 
been supported by 17 EEN offices (eight members of the sector group sustainable construction),  which 
were committed to send clients as well as 6 BCCs from Australia, Canada, Republic of Korea, United States, 
Singapore and Guinea. Further information regarding the B2B event can be found at the following website: 
https://www.b2match.eu/RT-2018/ 

Contact person for the B2B is:  
Sandra Weingart 
Handwerk International Baden-Württemberg 
 http://www.handwerk-international.de 
 +49 711 1657-279 
 sw@handwerk-international.de 
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Participants from Sector Group Sustainable Construction at the R+T B2B 

 

 

Alaris Czech republic, s. r. o.  

www.alaris.cz, www.alaris-pergoly.com 

 

Company Alaris Czech republic, s. r. o. is one of the leading Czech producers of sun protection systems. Our 
main products are sun protection blades and bioclimatic rainprotection pergolas PLACEO. All of our 
products are made of aluminum profiles. Our goal in 2018 is to enlarge expansion within Europe. We are 
looking for potential suppliers and customers of our goods. We are able to compete with european 
companies for our prices which match the company size. Alaris Czech republic has also a long tradition in 
participation in tenders as a main supplier. For example sun protection systems of hospitals in Gabon or 
Laos can be mentioned. On R+T 2018 we will focus on presentation of bioclimatic aluminium pergola 
PLACEO. Pergola PLACEO is a unique construction which provides shadowing, roofing and regulated 
ventilation. It is designed in minimalist style with flat roof and acute rectangular features of supporting 
construction. In closed position it perfectly drains rain water thanks to unique shape of roof profiles and 
therefore it keeps dry environment and space on the patio. To provide perfect endurance, pergola is made 
of solid aluminium alloy with stainless steel components. We provide also accessories for pergola PLACEO 
(sun and rain protection blinds - screens, LED lighting, heating etc.). 

 

CATHEDRAL Software, s.r.o.  

www.ariscat.com 

 

CATHEDRAL Software was established in 1996 and its current activities focus on the development and 
implementation of information systems. One of the company's main business activities is the development 
of its own information 

 

 

 

MYJÓMI družstvo invalidů www.myjomi.cz 
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The idea to create a cooperative of disabled of protected job positions created by accident. We employ more 
than 90 percent of people with disabilities. Carefully check the quality of our services. Although we sheltered 
workshop, we strive to provide precise processing. The satisfaction of our partners is important to us. We 
want to bring new wind in the area of social entrepreneurship, be a role model for emerging companies and 
those with long-acting market. We deal with these works: - Production of paper boxes. - Small metal works 
and sewing. - Controlling, bonding and packaging products. - Cars and trucks washing. - Other services by 
appointment. 

 

RESPILON group s.r.o.  

www.respilon.com/en/ 

 

About Us RESPILON® products provide a healthier and safer life for its users. This is made possible through 
the unique RESPILON® membrane of the nanofiber base integrated into our products. It is a cutting-edge, 
patented technology developed and produced in Central Europe, and tested in renowned labs. Learn 
more: http://www.respilon.com/en/homepage/material/. Our Vision: we want to become a worldwide 
leading supplier of nanofiber products and thus allow to people to experience their advantages every day. 
Products with RESPILON® membrane bring to its user's health, comfort and a valid feeling that something 
extraordinary is done for them. What Are We Displaying on R + T Exhibition? RESPILON® nanofiber window 
membrane elevates the protection of home to a new, unparalleled level. Forget screens which protect your 
house or flat only from insects. Moreover, RESPILON® stops:  Smog Pollen Dust Microorganisms 
Rainwater   Mildew allergy producers which usually get into the house during ventilation and cause the 
development of dangerous disorders will not enter anymore. Therefore, RESPILON® contributes to a healthy 
and clean environment. The membrane also reduces the amount of dust settled in the interior, which means 
that you do not need to clean so often. This product is an ideal solution for people:  living in polluted areas 
for families with small kids for allergic and asthmatic people for seniors for pregnant women for people with 
the weakened immune system   

 

 

 

 

IPSOS GmbH  

 

Analysis, marketing research and testing for detection systems, measuring tools, metrology and tool 
systems. 
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BIOROL S.A.  

www.biorol.com 

 

BIOROL S.A. is specialized in manufacturing of Rolling shutters and Sectional Overhead, Garage doors for 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial use.  We can provide: Components (profiles and 
accessories; Customized products after demand; Fabricated products ready for installation  Main features of 
Biorol; 28 years of experience;; Export in 20 countries;; Certified products according to EU norms; High quality 
service; Biorol can ensure you qualified future cooperation. You are very welcome to visit our website 
www.biorol.com for more information.  PRODUCT CATALOGUES and SAMPLES are available. Ask us for it ! 
Feel free to contact us at sales@biorol.gr for further information you may need. Thank you for your 
attention.  Remain at your disposal 

 

Panidis S.A.  

www.panidis-sa.com/ 

 

Panidis S.A is one of the most synchronized and developing Greek industries in the aluminum sector. 
Equipped with the last generation machining centers and modern anodizing line, the company with 
constant completion and direct service produces and provides a big variety of accessories for aluminum 
systems, stainless steel and anodised aluminium pull handles and anodised aluminium accessories for glass 
balustrades. Furthermore our capabilities are expanding to meet the growing needs of the market 
compounding the new production line of CNC machines and the skilled R&D department providing 
innovative customized hardware solutions.  

 

Perla Profil s.a.  

www.perlaprofil.gr 

 

Perla Profil provides a complete package of product and services over the home automation systems. We 
produce and provide tubular motors for rolling shutters, awnings and garage doors, gate automation 
systems, insect screen systems, rolling shutters and other products related to the protection of the house.  
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TENTOEXPRESS  

www.tentoexpress.gr 

 

Awnings – Aluminium pergola systems – Clear PVC screens – Awning systems. TENTOEXPRESS was founded 
in 1974 in Thessaloniki, Greece, and its professional activity has since then focused on the manufacture and 
installation of all types of awning and shading systems. Since 1985, TENTOEXPRESS has also been 
manufacturing aluminium and iron awning arms, as well as other awning spare parts. In 2014, pergola-
awning systems were added to the SUNRAIN systems series, manufactured from scratch in the 
TENTOEXPRESS factory in Neo Rysio, Thessaloniki. Pergola-awning systems started to be exported by means 
of TENTOEXPRESS representatives across Greece and Europe. Currently, the following products are available 
for wholesale or retail distribution:  Awnings  https://tentoexpress.gr/en/product-category/awnings Pergola 
systems https://tentoexpress.gr/en/product-category/pergola Clear PVC screens and 
enclosures https://tentoexpress.gr/en/product-category/windshield-transparent-awnings Electric awning 
motors and automations Shading systems Awning canvases and fabrics PVC, plastic covering materials and 
fabrics Tarpaulins Crystal clear PVC panels Digital awning printing Basket-style awnings (basket awnings for 
windows) Entrance sheds Car sheds Cassette awnings Roller blinds, roller shades, vertical awnings Time 
switches Electric awning crank handles Electric motors Wind sensors Photocells Blinds Outdoor furniture 
Umbrellas Lounge swing chairs Special constructions Parking space constructions German Markilux shading 
systems Italian heavy duty awning systems  On account of its reliability and consistency, TENTOEXPRESS is 
the representative of the most renowned firms in the field of shading systems, such as Swela (German 
awning fabrics), NYFAN TENCATE (Dutch awning fabrics) and Marlon awning fabrics. Our company is a 
vertically integrated firm, staffed with experienced professionals, and our establishments involve a privately 
owned property equipped with modern, latest-technology equipment. Our work philosophy and 
experience renders our firm one of the few productive units in this professional field. We offer top quality 
products at the most competitive prices on the shading system market. We would be more than happy to 
have you visit our establishments and provide you with the opportunity to find out more about our 
potential. In addition to that, we are always available for a visit to your space, in order to present you with 
samples of our work, and provide you with ideas and solutions concerning awnings and shading systems, 
as well as colours and designs that could add to the aesthetic value of your balcony, patio or garden, based 
on our long-term professional expertise. Within the scope of a potential future cooperation, we promise full 
commitment, fast service, and top quality, at the best possible prices and the most irresistible offers. Always 
with the TENTOEXPRESS golden guarantee. At the 19thkm on the Thessaloniki-Moudania highway, in the 
area of the bridge of N. Rysio, top quality awing gear, arms, and various awning accessories are 
manufactured in our production unit. Additionally, our facilities include a fully equipped workshop for the 
welding and seaming of awning fabrics and tarpaulins. Simultaneously, for your convenience and easy 
access, you can find our products exhibited at our store located near the center of Thessaloniki, at 121 K. 
Karamanli street (former Nea Egnatia street). Nea Poteidaia, Chalkidiki (Nea Poteidaia bridge) Thanks to our 
customers’ trust and support, TENTOEXPRESS services, including both wholesale and retail distribution of 
our products, have reached an even larger number of satisfied clients. Apart from the manufacture and 
installation of awning systems for domestic and professional uses, the product range of TENTOEXPRESS also 
extends to a wide variety of outdoor furniture pieces.  
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VGK GROUP  

VGK is a manufacturing company of Aluminum & Pvc doors and windows systems. With our expertise and 
our 26 years of experience we have gained customers all over the world. We have in our disposal a field of 
12.000 sqm which the 2.500 sqm are the offices and the production unit. Our production is equipped with 
latest technology machines and a staff of yearly experience. After a big research we choose the best 
companies for our partners in the field of Aluminum, of Pvc and of accessories .Our customers can choose 
our big range of door designs that we have in aluminum and pvc and we are also open discuss to produce 
something especial for them. Our target all of these years is to find customers for long lasting cooperation 
and we from our side try our best everyday with our technical support, our quality, our good transportation 
conditions and with our economy prices. We can produce all types of doors and windows like balcony doors, 
French doors, exterior doors with panels, exterior doors with glasses, single or double windows (sliding & 
opening) arch windows and doors etc. Contact with our company today make and good use of our products 
and services that we can provide to you. 
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Ari Elektronik Ltd.  

www.arielektronik.com 

 

Since 1997, Ari Elektronik Ltd. has been manufacturing quite a wide range of electronic devices. In the 
current R+T Exhibition we are proud to present a line of smart heavy-duty UPSes for automatic appliances 
and the versatile variety of remote control RF receivers and transmitters from our portfolio. Our smart heavy-
duty UPSes:  can be used to supply power in emergency or power cut situations, powering automatic Roller 
Shutters, Sectional Doors, Windows Systems, Sunshades and all kind of automatic Doors 
(sliding, revolving, swinging etc.), Gates, Barriers and their related systems; supplies powers between 500 
VA to 3000 VA, 220 VAC out or 24 VDC out; may include RF receivers and RF remote controls; may include 
garage opener controllers with or without RF receivers and remote controls; all of them includes protections 
and may accommodate our special AC voltage stabilizer.  UPS for Shutters, Rollers, Gates, Doors, and 
Barriers  Our company also covers with diligence the following business demands:  the development and 
production of serial orders for customized products made by request; the production of inverters and 
converters for the automotive industry; the production of cable systems for the automotive industry; the 
production of LED lightings and LED special information boards.   We’ve implemented in all our activities 
the Quality Management System ISO/TS 16949:2009 in conjunction with ISO 9001:2008. 

 

 

Ekinler Endüstri San. ve Tic. A.Ş.  

www.basco.tech 

 

BASCO is operating in building automation systems, and a member of Ekinler Group which has 32 years of 
experience in manufacturing electromechanical components. Operating in three locations which are head 
office in Istanbul Maslak, R&D office and logictics warehouse in Istanbul Ikıtelli OSB and production facility 
and logictics warehouse in Manisa OSB. 
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Libart Project and Application  

www.libart.com 

LIBART started its operations as an independent company in 1996. Prior to this date, Libart was part of the 
Libra group of companies that was established by its founder Mr. Cem Comu. Vision for Libra and its 
offshoots like Libart was to serve building industry within Turkey and surrounding countries, with innovative 
architectural products and solutions. Other companies within the Libra group specialized in automated 
entry access systems, façade materials and skylight glazing. From 1992 to 2002, LIBART was a large player 
within Turkey and sounding countries for custom designed skylight and light operable architectural 
systems, utilizing aluminum, glass and pc glazing. Starting 2003, Mr. Comu started Libart’s international 
expansion by opening a North American office in Canada, primarily to serve USA and Canadian markets. 
Until the start of production in Ohio - USA in 2009, all systems sold in North America were shipped from 
Istanbul Turkey. Through Libart’s history, R&D, engineering, designs and user satisfaction has met or 
exceeding demanding specifications of the market for operable architectural solutions. Libart systems can 
be grouped in the following areas; freestanding retractable structures, retractable skylights and vertically 
opening glass façade systems, but not limited to these as we listen and innovate. LIBART’s has stayed true 
to its roots and still maintains its main office and its international headquarters with a 3000 square meter 
manufacturing facility in Istanbul Turkey. All international systems provided by Libart, R&D, new product 
development, system design and engineering is done in the Istanbul office. Outside of America markets, 
Libart exports to over 30 countries, from Istanbul facility. LIBART currently operates with a team of 68 skilled 
staff at its headquarters in Istanbul. The production area occupies over 3,000 square meters with advanced 
design and manufacturing know-how and machines. Libart USA factory employs over 35 personal from a 
6500m2 manufacturing facility. Looking forward, LIBART’s vision is to be the global leader in operable 
architectural solutions, utilizing light aluminum structural systems with multiple glazing options, insulated 
glass, pc to high-tensile fabric. Our goal is to be solution center for discerning architects and designers 
seeking innovative operable architectural solutions. Key strengths of LIBART are:   leading the industry in 
architectural retractable/operable structures;     increasing recognition of benefits of multi-purposing inside 
and outside spaces;     leading the world in conceptual innovation of retractable aluminum structures;     
North American and global presence;     Capability to create Innovation and design for the needs of 
architectural projects.    Increased awareness through marketing continuously increases the strength of the 
company and grows the company’s moat.      
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OBA PERDESAN PERDE SAN AS  

www.obaperdesan.com.tr 

 

 

Oba Perdesan offers products and services for the interior window covering industry since 1972. In 
its Gebze plant, it produces transparent, translucent and blackout roller blinds fabrics up to 300cm 
width. In M2M blind production with a daily capacity of 2000 blinds, it produces roller blinds, zebra 
blinds (day&night), fabric and PVC vertical blinds, panel blinds, pleated blinds, wooden and 
aluminum venetians, and also motorized blinds systems. In its own factories OBAL Aluminum and 
OBAL Plastic, it produces aluminum profiles and plastic components for blinds. Oba Perdesan is 
exporting to 46 countries and supplying well known roller blind manufacturers world wide. 

 

 

Yükselen Tente t/a RISING Shading 
Systems  

www.yukselentente.com 

 

Biggest seller of Retractable Pergola and Awning & Blind systems since 2003 and one of Europe’s leading 
shade systems - manufactured in Turkey. Yukselen Tente t/a Rising Shading Systems is a Company with large 
production capacity and innovative technology, responsive to the markets' latest demands and known for 
its financial soundness, capable of assuring all its associates continuous, profitable business. Becoming a 
Rising Shading Systems agent/dealer is an excellent opportunity for all professionals in the industry wishing 
to work with a Company whose commitment can be taken for granted. What’s more, selling Rising Shading 
Systems as a Firm is extremely easy thanks to the high brand recognition, the outcome of a communications 
policy targeted to this aim, which guarantees effective visibility of the corporate strong points: in Turkey and 
worldwide, the Rising Shading Systems brand is associated with quality and reliability, as well as prestige 
Turkish styling and manufacture. 

 

 

 

 

B.Fetting Baudienstleistungen  

www.fetting-bau.de 
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B.Fetting Baudienstleistungen, electronic installations, interior designer, timbering of molding 
elements. We timber sun and insect protection systems, doors, windows and awnings.  

 

 

 

Baier GmbH  

www.baier-gmbh.de 

 

For more than 40 years Baier now has been specialised in the development and production of moving 
façade elements which it also assembles throughout the whole of Germany and Europe. In addition to 
classic light metal engineering, the delivery programme includes a portfolio of sliding windows and sliding 
shutters, driving technology, roof window blinds and door technology. Furthermore, Baier is also an 
accredited dealer for other well-known brand names. Baier starts where standard solutions stop. Baier also 
places significant emphasis on sustainability. In the context of function, manufacture as well as design. We 
see ourselves as a respectable partner of building contractors, architects and craftsmen who enforce 
particularly high demands with regard to individuality and perfection. Constant further developments and 
innovations are an integral part of our company philosophy. Together with you, we work out the right 
solutions for your ideas and guarantee that these are implemented to your entire satisfaction. This is how 
individual construction projects come about in the private and industrial fields which point the way forward 
in design. Without detracting from function, safety or comfort in any way. Reliably and within the cost limits 
discussed. So that your façade also creates moving moments. 
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Bültmann Objekt GmbH  

- Small family owned business which is in the market since 1974  - Focused on supplying and fitting 
internal sunprotection for objects (hospitals, schools, retirement homes, businesses) - Covering the 
whole range of internal sunprotection from blinds, rollers, shutters, vertikals, curtains and so on 

 

held automation  

www.held-automation.de 

Wir fertigen synchron Motore für kundenspezifische Lösungen. Vom Muster bis zur 
Serienfertigung. Projekte sind z.B.: - direktangetriebene Riemenscheiben in Schiebetüren - 
Verriegelung von Sicherheitstüren we manufacture synchronous motors for customer-specific 
solutions. From the pattern to the series. Projects are for example: - directly driven pulleys in sliding 
doors - locking of security doors. 

 

HOEFGEN Sonnen- und Blendschutz  

www.blendschutz.de 

Wir bieten uns an als Überregionale Fachfirma für Service- Wartung und Notdienst an 
Sonnenschutzanlagen und Tore. 

 

OZRoll Europe PTY LTD  

www.ozroll.de 

 

We are specialist for DC motirization for roller shutters and sun protection, powered by 
rechargeable batteries and solar charging. We offer a very innovative modular solar charging 
system with motors from 10-50 Nm. Another highlight is our new battery backup switch for 
emergency operation of shutters and sun protection in case of power cutoff. 

 

 

 

Raumausstattung Köhler  

Interior Design 
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Z-Wave Europe GmbH  

www.zwave.eu 

 

Z-Wave Europe based in Hohenstein-Ernstthal pioneered in importing the first Z-Wave products 
to Europe as a Value Added Resellers in 2008. Since then Z-Wave Europe has been the leading 
Value Added Distributor for Z-Wave based wireless home automation controls facing high and 
steady growth in its business. Under its motto “We make life easier” the company provides products 
and services to transform houses, apartments and offices into a smart homes. The company sells 
exclusively Z-Wave certified devices to wholesalers and distributors.  In close cooperation with the 
Z-Wave Alliance Z-Wave Europe promotes the dissemination of Z-Wave technology as the largest 
existing ecosystem for wireless home automation. Together with Z-Wave.Me, a Swiss-German-
Russian company, Z-Wave Europe develops software for various applications of the technology. 
This includes, among other things, "Z-Way", the first certified Z-Wave controller software.  Further 
information can be found on the company's website at www.zwave.eu. 

 

 

Zink GmbH  

www.zink-software.de 

 

The Zink GmbH is a software company from Germany, which is offering a unique storage software 
for craft companies which facilitates the documentation of all business processes within a 
company, is searching for cooperation partners, sales partners and a sales platform. The CEO 
himself has his professional background in the craft sector and originally developed the software 
only for its own use. For him, the most important requirement when developing the software was 
that the software has to be very easy to use. The software should store the most necessary 
information in a structured database. The software is mainly based on the barcode technology- 
every document is branded with a barcode and therefore clearly assignable to each client and 
his/her order. At the end of each working day, each document is scanned and automatically 
assigned to the respective order by the software. With this software, document management, 
booking of working hours, stock management, order systems, paperless production, taskplaner, 
customer relationship management, etc. is an automatic process with barcodes which is easy to 
handle by every employee.   

 

 

 

 


